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Dent  
Protection

It’s Guaranteed.

Liberty Shield® powered by DentGuard® is an 
ideal solution for inevitable dents and dings that 
can cause permanent damage to your vehicle’s 
beauty and value. Liberty Shield ensures the 
luster of your vehicle’s factory finish remains 
intact for years to come. 

Don’t drive off without it!

Excellence restored



See contract for complete details

Say goodbye to dings and minor dents.
Liberty Shield® powered by DentGuard® offers superior benefits, reliable service and exceptional  

quality repairs to keep your vehicle in like-new, pristine condition.

Choosing Liberty Shield has its advantages

✔   Paintless Dent Repair (PDR) permanently 
removes most door dings and minor dents  
to your vehicle’s exterior

✔   Maintain your vehicle’s value by keeping 
it free of dents and dings to preserve the 
factory finish

✔   Your DentGuard contract protects you 
from the unexpected cost associated with 
conventional body shop repairs

✔  Backed by a lifetime guarantee

✔   Quick, convenient, and hassle-free claims  
process with nationwide coverage

✔    No deductibles or out-of-pocket expenses— 
just sign and drive

Signifies Covered Panels
Excludes roof panels with sunroof or moonroof

What is NOT Covered: Paintless Dent Repair does not include dents larger than  
4" in diameter, pre-existing damage, collision or environmental damage, broken paint  

or sharp creases, chrome or unpainted portions of the vehicle, chips, cracks or  
paint damage, dents where access is restricted due to bracing, double metal panels  
or other structural limitations, roof panels with a sunroof, moonroof or convertible 

hardtop, surfaces with matte paint finish, film or wrap application.

Excellence Restored!

BEFORE REPAIR AFTER REPAIR

Shield your peace 
of mind.


